Utilizing our software and process, you now have full transparency to unlock the value of these significant credits by easily planning, managing, and communicating each step of the way. The Clarus R+D platform removes complicated barriers so you can communicate across your entire organization to more fully capture the R&D credit.

You can efficiently manage your R&D study by organizing, qualifying, and calculating the credit for all of your company projects using our software and proven methodology. Our secure software solution provides all required IRS and supporting documentation to confidently defend your earned credits.

Why Clarus R+D?

TRANSPARENCY
Utilizing our software and process, you now have full transparency to unlock the value of these significant credits by easily planning, managing, and communicating each step of the way.

WORKFLOW
You can efficiently manage your R&D study by organizing, qualifying, and calculating the credit for all of your company projects using our software and proven methodology.

COMMUNICATION
The Clarus R+D platform removes complicated barriers so you can communicate across your entire organization to more fully capture the R&D credit.

COMPLIANCE
Our secure software solution provides all required IRS and supporting documentation to confidently defend your earned credits.

“With Clarus R+D, you have the tools in your hands to skillfully manage your R&D study. The R&D tax credit is a necessary source of funding for greater innovation, helping ensure the continued growth of your company. Using our software and services, you can efficiently manage your study, communicate with all project leaders, create and document nexus, and maximize your R&D credit while ensuring IRS compliance.”

Director of Tax at a Large Manufacturer

UNLOCK THE FULL VALUE OF AMERICA’S BIGGEST TAX CREDIT

Why Clarus R+D?